In support of self-assessment – exploiting available information from tools
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Many automatic tools for natural language processing tend to produce less reliable results if presented with data which differs from an expected standard. Users in search of the most suitable tool for their out-of-domain data have to either perform some additional error detection after processing (cf. Dickinson, 2015, for an automatic approach) or invest significant manual effort into the detailed evaluation of several tools.

Interestingly enough, automatic tools are often internally aware of a relative reliability of their output, since they make use of probabilities and forced guessing to decide on a single analysis. Such information can be understood as the internal confidence for the complete analysis, e.g. n-best lists of outputs correspond to a ranking according to confidence.

We argue for an approach where tool output is transparent with respect to its internal confidence estimation (e.g. BitPar; Schmid 2004). A single confidence value does not have to cover the whole analysis, but can refer to subparts, such as a dependency relation or a specific label.

We suggest that tool output includes confidence values as an additional annotation layer which will be an advantage when handling large data sets that rely on automatic annotation: Users can restrict their queries to more reliable parts or find interesting cases by inspecting parts with low confidence. That is, transparent confidence estimation will not increase the quality of the output as such, but its usability in that it helps users to assess if an analysis, or a specific part of it, is sufficiently reliable.

Moreover, providing confidence values as annotation raises the awareness with regard to reliability, which we think can foster the application of state-of-the-art tools on out-of-domain data also in related fields such as the Digital Humanities.
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